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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR PASCO COUNTY, FLORIDA
CRIMINAL TRAFFIC DIVISION
CASE NO.: CTC13AOP8MIETWS - PHILLIP O'NEILS DUI CASE
PHILLIP O'NEIL HAS OTHER CASES UNDER HIS NAME - HIS BIRTHDATE IS 5-11-82
Roberta Cutting
Vs.
Motion to Seal Records filed on behalf of the Pasco County Clerk of Court, Paula
O'Neil

________~----------------------------------------~I
MOTION TO STOP THE SEAUNG OF PHILLIPS O'NEIL'S RECORDS
NOW COMES, Roberta Cutting (Cutting), who is filing this motion for the
purpose of stopping the sealing of records of the Pasco County Clerk of Court's
son, Phillip O'Neil.
On June 21, 2016, Cutting went into the East Pasco Records Center of the
Pasco Clerk's Office on McDonald Street in Dade City, Florida for the purpose of
viewing public records, which included Phillip O'Neil who was arrested and
charged with a OUI and that was the record Cutting asked to view.
Cutting requested the records with Maritza Torres and she stated that
Phillip O'Neil's record was on the West side so I asked for the record to be sent
over on the East side. Torres stated that the record would not be available to view
until the following day, in the afternoon.
Cutting called Torres that afternoon on June 22, 2016 to see
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was there to view. Torres stated that Cutting could not view Phillip ~'~i~s rEfE>rd==, 8
as it was under Judicial Review. Torres would not give Cutting any mbr~~· ~
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information than that and so Cutting called the West side criminal t~1flc::-:: x:department andwas told that Dennis Alfonso, which is Paula O'Neif~. <{tt6rne~
filed a motion to seal the record.
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Cutting then went down to the East Pasco Courthouse and sp~1 to Carol

Condry in the criminal traffic department on the second floor to find out what
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was going on with the file and Condry said it was under judicial review to seal' not
only Phillip O'Neil's DUI record, but also they wanted to seal all of Phillip O'Neil's
records.
The only reason to seal Phillip O'Neil's DUI or any other records of Phillip
O'Neil is to hide information that Paula O'Neil does not want the public to know.
Therefore, Cutting is asking the court not to grant the sealing of the records as
Phillip O'Neil's records should NOT be sealed any more than any other person's
records should not be sealed when it is public records.
If this court grants the sealing of Phillip O'Neil's records, then the judge
sealing the record is telling the whole world just how corrupt Pasco County's
Courts are.
WHEREFORE, Cutting is once again asking this court not to seal Phillip
O'Neil's records as the only reason to seal them is to hide information that Paula
O'Neil does not want the public to know and if this court goes along with sealing
the records, this court will further prove the corruption that is going on in Pasco
County Courts.

